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Pattern formation in a rotating suspension of non-Brownian settling particles
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We report band formation and other pattern formation for a settling suspension of uniform non-Brownian
particles in a completely filled horizontal rotating cylinder. The system shows a series of sharp pattern changes
that are mapped out as a function of the rotation period and suspension viscosity. The experiment suggests that
a large number of patterns and rich dynamics result from the interplay among the viscous drag, and gravita-
tional and centrifugal forces.
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Nonequilibrium systems often organize into interesti
spatiotemporal structures or patterns. Examples include
patterns in pure fluid flow systems, such as the Raylei
Bénard convection in a vertical temperature gradient,
Taylor-Couette flow between two concentric rotating cyl
ders, and parametric wave instabilities on a liquid-air int
face that is rigidly oscillated in the vertical direction@1#. The
fluid in a partially filled, horizontal, rotating cylinder~a coat-
ing flow! also shows pattern formation@2#. In recent years,
pattern formation in externally excited granular flow syste
received much attention. Small differences either in gr
size or density lead to grain segregation and pattern for
tion when the particles flow or are shaken. Examples incl
radial segregation and axial banding of binary granular m
tures when they are partially filled in a horizontal rotati
cylinder @3#. While the granular flows can generate ma
patterns, surprisingly similar to those found in ordinary fl
ids, our current understanding of granular flows is far le
than that for simple fluid flows.

The hydrodynamics of uniform non-Brownian ha
spheres suspended in a Newtonian fluid fills the gap betw
the two limiting cases. Although the single-particle motion
known with high precision, the collective behavior of th
particles often shows interesting but unexpected features@4#.
Because of the long ranged hydrodynamic interactions,
particle configuration and structure formation are stron
coupled to the flow field, making the suspension dynam
an interesting and challenging problem in statistical phys
Recent experiments@5# in a horizontal rotating cylinder o
Couette device partially filled with a suspension of eith
neutrally buoyant or heavy particles revealed that the p
ticles again separate into a series of axial bands stac
along the horizontal axis. While generally accepted expla
tions are yet to obtain, surfaces are thought to be impor
to structure formation in particle laden systems, either
sliding granular surface or the flowing fluid-air interface.

In this paper, we report band formation and other patt
formations for a settling suspension of uniform no
Brownian particles in a completely filled horizontal rotatin
cylinder. Here there is no surface responsible for pattern
mation, yet the system shows a series of sharp pat
changes. Because of the inbalance between the solvent
sure gradient and the centrifugal force due to rotation,
individual ~heavy! particle should not stay suspended in
1063-651X/2003/67~5!/050301~4!/$20.00 67 0503
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rotating cylinder indefinitely. The particle will spiral out
wards continuously to the cell wall@6#. Nevertheless, the
collective behavior of the rotating suspension is found to
qualitatively different from the single-particle dynamics. Fi
ure 1 shows the ‘‘phase diagram’’ of this system as a funct
of the rotation periodTR52p/v and solution viscosityh.
There are nine different steady states observed, and the
distinguished in the experiment by their unique flow patte
and particle distributions.

The experiment utilizes a horizontal Plexiglas cylind
with an internal diameter 2R51.85 cm and adjustable lengt
L varied from 22.8 to 1.2 cm. The cylinder is complete
filled with an aqueous solution of glycerin with mass co
centration of glycerin ranged between 40 and 80 wt %. T
corresponding solution viscosityh varies from 5 to 75 cp at

FIG. 1. Part of the phase diagram as a function of 2p/v andh.
The symbols are experimentally determined data points and
solid lines are spline-fitted smooth curves for the phase bounda
The dashed lines are the extrapolated curves from the fit. RegioA,
dense particle bed cascade; regionB, fingering; regionC, finger-
band coexistence; regionD, bands; regionE, band loss or band-
rigid body coexistence; regionF, rigid body rotation; regionG,
asymmetric segregation; regionH, asymmetric bands; regionI ,
centrifugally dominated collapse.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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room temperature (;20 °C). Uniform glass spheres ofa
5100 mm in radius andrp52.4 g/cm3 in density are dis-
persed in the solution with a fixed volume fractionf
50.0229. The size variation of the particles is less than 8
A small amount of detergent is added into the solution
prevent particle aggregation. The cylinder rotates around
axis of symmetry (z axis! and is driven by a thermally iso
lated stepper motor with 2.53104 steps/rotation. An indexe
is constructed to provide a stable pulse train (1
31026 s/pulse) to the stepper driver. The rotating cylind
and the stepper motor are mounted on an aluminum r
which can be leveled with high accuracy.

In the experiment, we use a standard video imaging te
nique to record the motion and spatial distribution of t
particles. A video charge-coupled device camera records
ticle images for different cross-sectional planes of the cy
der (r -u planes) and in theu-z planes. To facilitate the im-
aging in ther -u plane~end view!, we make a separate sho
cylinder ~1.3 cm in length! with the same diameter, but hav
ing a transparent end window for video imaging. A sheet
white light illuminates ther -u plane. For the imaging in the
u-z planes~side view!, backlit illumination is used. The par
ticle trajectories are visible as streaks in superposed cons
tive images. To vary the contrast of the particle images,
use both blue and translucent white glass spheres.

Because of the density differenceDr5rp2rs between
the particle and the solvent, the particles settle in the rota
solution. The Stokes velocity in the 80 wt % glycerin sol
tion (h.58 cp, rs.1.2 g/cm3) is U05 2

9 a2Drg/
h.0.45 mm/s, giving a total settling time across the tu
radius ts.20.5 s. The Peclet number given by P
5U0a/D0.1.13109, whereD0 is the Stokes-Einstein dif
fusion constant, implies negligible Brownian motion. T
Reynolds numbers based on particle radius,
52aU0rs /h.231023, and on tube radius, R
5RU0rs /h.0.09, imply negligible inertial effects. The
Reynolds number of the rotational flow itself is R
5vR2/h.32 for the maximum rotation ratev.17.4 s21.
Nevertheless, the rotating suspension of the non-Brown
particles exhibits sharp transitions to various spatial str
tures in both the concentration and velocity fields.

We now discuss the pattern formation observed with
creasingv whenh is in the range 5–75 cp. Whenv is zero,
the particles lie on the bottom as a close random pac
sediment. Asv increases~Fig. 1, regionA), the particles
form the dense fluidized bed that resembles cascade flo
granular systems@3# and coating flow in pure fluid system
@2#. The bed evidences clockwise circulation going up alo
the rising cell surface and down at the bed solvent interf
@Fig. 2~a!#. This gravity driven flow produces a countercloc
wise rotation of the pure solvent at the cell center.

At higherv ~Fig. 1, regionB), the top leading edge of th
particle bed moves into the upper half of the cell. Partic
are injected into the pure solvent region and fall forming
curtainlike structure that bends back to the bed due to
counterclockwise flow field. At the lower trailing edge of th
bed, particles are also injected where the counterclockw
flow meets the wall driven clockwise flow@Fig. 2~b!#. Par-
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ticles within the curtain form groups of chainlike structure
At first, only two or three particles move downward togeth
The number of particles per chain, the chain diameter, ch
length, and chain number increase withv. We call this ‘‘fin-
ger formation.’’ When the particles on the leading edge of
dense particle bed reach the top ceiling of the cell, the fin
width is 10–20 particles across with a length to width ra
of ;25. The settling speed is approximately five times larg
than the Stokes velocityU0. These large-scale structures ra
domly perturb the formerly two-dimensional flow structur

When v is increased to regionC, the three-dimensiona
flows begin to interact to form an unsteady collection
bands evidencing significant particle density variation a
secondary flow structure along the axis of rotation. Asv
approaches the dynamic phase boundary between regioC
andD, the band structure becomes increasingly stable c
pared to the coexisting fingering. At the same time, the co
terclockwise circulation becomes excluded in favor of mo
clockwise particle trajectories@Fig. 2~c!#.

When v is further increased to regionD, the secondary
flow patterns stabilize to form bands@Fig. 3~a!#. The position
of the bands remains fixed and stable for a givenv with
fairly uniform spacing, except near the cylinder ends. T
typical spacing between the bands is 1.260.1 times the tube
diameter and is independent of other control paramet
such as the solution viscosity, the tube length, and the
ticle size. In regionD the particle trajectories become excl
sively clockwise@Fig. 2~d!#. Note that the ‘‘center’’ of the
particle trajectories is not coincident with the axis of rot
tion. The trajectory center follows a zigzag path, being clo
to the upgoing wall for ther -u planes with the highest par
ticle densities and closest to the downgoing wall for t
smallest particle densities. Particles are drawn into the de
band regions by secondary flows. Evidently, this increa
particle concentration produces a larger downward velo
and reinforces the secondary flow.

FIG. 2. End view of a short rotating cylinder. For clarity, th
contrast of the pictures is reversed with white streaks against a
background showing the particle trajectories.~a! Dense particle bed
cascade with some ejection from the leading and trailing edge
the bed,~b! counterclockwise rotation region now populated
particles,~c! unstable flow with significant three-dimensional com
ponents, and~d! clockwise-only trajectories in the band region.
1-2
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At even higherv ~Fig. 1, regionE), the bands retrea
radially from the cell walls towards the axis of rotation. Th
occurs mostly in the high viscosity region (h.38 cp). The
retreat of the concentrated band regions is uniform along
rotation axis and the spatial distribution of the bands rema
unchanged. In the outer ‘‘shell’’ region, the particles rigid
rotate with the cylinder and the spatial distribution is u
form. Asv approaches the high-v boundary of regionE, the
bands drop off at the tube ends@Fig. 3~b!#. For high viscosity
solutions ~near regionF), the drop-off process continue
with increasingv until all the bands disappear from the e
tire tube. Evidently, the secondary circulation cannot keep
with the increased cell rotation. The whole suspension t
remains uniform@Fig. 3~c!# and undergoes a ‘‘rigid body
rotation.’’ This small region is labeledF in Fig. 1. For low
viscosity solutions, the drop-off process is terminated wh
the system changes to a new flow state.

Further increase inv ~Fig. 1, regionG) results in a large-
scale nonuniform particle distribution. As shown in Fig. 3~d!,
the particles migrate to both ends of the tube and form
cone-shaped~dark! regions facing towards each other a
extending along thez axis. When viewed from the side, th
two cone-shaped regions are surrounded by an unpopu
~light! region, whose location is asymmetric being on o
side of the tube. Tipping the rotation axis from the horizon
results in particle migration to the lower end whenv is
small. We leveled the tube to avoid this gravitational effe

As v increases further~Fig. 1, regionH), the wide cone-
shaped region contracts to form from one to three conc
trated bands having a width of 2–3 cm@Fig. 3~e!#. The lo-
cation of the band regions appears random and they evid
no interband interaction. Each band is composed of a v
dense, concave-lens-shaped core region surrounded by a
dense cloud of particles. Particles inside each band region
ejected periodically in groups parallel to, but slightly di
placed from, the axis of rotation. The ejected particles tra
along the axis of rotation in two distinct ways.~1! They
spiral about the axis of rotation for some distance and t
retreat relatively quickly along this axis.~2! They spiral out-
wards about the axis of rotation in a helical path of incre

FIG. 3. Side view of a long rotating cylinder. Darker regio
have more particles.~a! Bands observed in phaseD, ~b! band decay
in phaseE with missing bands on the right side of the tube,~c!
uniform particle distribution in phaseF, ~d! asymmetric particle
segregation in phaseG, and ~e! asymmetric bands observed
phaseH.
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ing radius. When the particles nearly reach the cell wall, th
velocity is altered rapidly and the particles are injected ba
into the originating band near the bottom of the cylinder.
this way, the particles appear to travel on closed trajecto
keeping the total mass of the band constant.

Finally, increasingv ~Fig. 1, regionI ) causes the particle
ejected from the bands in regionH to spiral outwards to the
cell wall without returning to the band region. In a relative
short period of time, this centrifugally dominated flow coa
the cell wall with particles and eliminates all the previo
band structures.

While the above discussion on the phase behavior of
system is largely descriptive, the actual determination
each phase is based on the sudden changes of both the
centration and flow fields. By watching the motion of th
particles over a period of time, one can distinguish the
dynamic phases accurately. The observed effects are dra
robust, and have been reproduced many times in var
cells and under different sample conditions. To establish
phase boundaries, we changev in both directions and exam
ine the flow patterns using different viewing techniques~end
and side views!. The highly accurate rotation control pro
duced sharp phase boundaries with no hysteresis. In ce
phase changes, such as from phaseH to phaseI, the transi-
tion is so sharp that it lies beyond our resolution limit forv.

Figure 1 shows that certain phases disappear ash de-
creases. The first phase to disappear is the rigid body rota
~phaseF), which ceases to be observed below;57 cp. The
band state~phaseD) disappears whenh,10 cp. While most
phase boundaries are nonlinear functions ofh, the band
phase boundaries~region D) are well described by linea
functions of h. In particular, the onset rotation perio
Tc(s)5T010.157h(cp) represents the upper boundary
phaseD. Here, T051.01 s is the offset rotation period a
h50.

An important question one might ask is what are the
mensionless control parameters for the system? We h
considered various combinations of relevant velocity, tim
and length scales based on the single-particle dynamics
were unable to verify them experimentally. New experime
are underway looking at the influence of other experimen
parameters, such as particle size, concentration and tub
ameter, on the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1. The pre
experiment suggests that the large number of patterns
rich dynamics found in the system come from the interp
among the viscous drag, and gravitational and centrifu
forces. It is likely that the dynamics of the system is co
trolled by more than one dimensionless parameters.

The following are some estimates for the characteris
times involved in the rotating system. Using the settling tim
across the tube radiusts5R/U0 as a scaling factor, we find
that the onset of the band formation is described by the c
dition (Tc2T0)/ts.0.5. The settling is balanced by the li
of the upward moving wall. Note that this time ratio is pr
portional to that of the Stokes velocityU0 to the tube rota-
tional velocityvR. By equating the acceleration of gravity
with the centripetal accelerationv0

2R at the cell wall, we get
another characteristic time 2p/v0.0.2, which is indepen-
1-3
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dent of h and approximates the phase boundary betw
regionsH and I at the low-h limit.

Finally, we calculate the traveling time for a single pa
ticle to settle radially fromR/2 to R in a rotating solvent. By
equating the centrifugal force with the viscous drag on
particle, we haveTs(days)5(g ln 2)/(U0v

2).0.175/v2 with
v measured in rad/s. Forv.0.416 rad/s, the settling time i
one day. For largerv, the time is correspondingly smalle
The various steady phases have been run stably for we
Thus, it is difficult to understand which force suspends
particles for the rigid body phase~regionF) in the presence
05030
n
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of centrifugal forces. We note, however, that the abo
simple considerations are based on the single-particle
namics, but the patterns observed in the experiment re
from the collective motion of the particles, which is qualit
tively different from the single-particle dynamics. A furthe
theoretical analysis is needed.
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